1.

Who we are

We are Burgin Management, s.l and Palm Beach de Aprovechamiento Inmobiliario por
turnos, s.l and we will treat your personal data as co-responsible partners. This means that
we jointly take charge of how to use and protect your data. Our website address is:
www.palmbeachclub.com.
1.1 Who is responsible for your data?
- Burgin Management, s.l. company that operates in Spain as manager of tourist apartments
in La Carihuela, Torremolinos (hereinafter, Palm Beach Club Apartments). Registry data:
C.I.F. B.29593423 Registration. Volume: 1339, Book: 252, Folio: 89, Sheet: MA-9.952.
• Postal address: Calle Miami, S / N, 29620 Torremolinos, Málaga, Spain.
• Email: direccion@palmbeachclub.com
- Palm Beach de Mejoramiento Inmobiliario por turnos, s.l, (hereinafter, Pbait), a company
that operates in Spain as owner and exploiter of real estate. Registry data: C.I.F. B.92098326
Registered in the Mercantile Registry of Malaga. Volume: 2468, Book: 1381, Folio: 209,
Section: Eighth, Sheet: MA-40128, Registration: Third.
• Postal address: Calle Miami, S / N, 29620 Torremolinos, Málaga, Spain.
• Email: direccion@palmbeachclub.com
In other words, both Palm Beach Club Apartamentos and Palm Beach de Aprovechamiento
Inmobiliario por turnos, s.l (hereinafter jointly "Us"), are Co-Responsible for the treatment.
This means that we have regulated and jointly take care of treating and protecting your
personal data.
Access to the web is free and free and does not require prior subscription. The use of this
website is subject to the Privacy Policy, the Cookies Policy and the Legal Notice, which the
user knows and accepts in its entirety and without any type of reservation due to browsing
the portal, using the services offered in it, and / or acquire the products offered through
said means.

2. What personal data we collect and
why we collect it
The data collected will be those that the user provides when registering, filling out the
contact form, leaving comments, making a reservation with us or registering as a partner.
Including: name, surname, transactional data, email address, technical data, such as
information about cookies, address, contact telephone number.
The data we will collect will be solely and exclusively to manage your reservation and to
manage your registration as a user and answer queries as well as, if you wish, send you our
personal communications.

3.

Comments

When visitors leave comments on the web, we collect the data displayed in the comment
form, as well as the visitor's IP address and the browser's user agent chain to aid in spam
detection.
An anonymous string created from your email address (also called a hash) can be provided
to the Gravatar service to see if you are using it. The Gravatar service privacy policy is
available here: https://automattic.com/privacy/. After your comment is approved, your
profile image is visible to the public in the context of your comment.

4.

Contact forms

We maintain contact form submissions for a certain period of time for customer service
purposes, but we do not use the information submitted through them for marketing
purposes.

5.

Cookies

The Apartamentos Palm Beach Club website uses "cookies" to store your preferences,
helping you personalize your online experience. A cookie is a text file that a web page server
registers on your hard drive. Cookies cannot be used to run programs or distribute
computer viruses to your computer. Cookies are assigned to you by the server in a one-toone relationship, and can only be read by a member of the domain server that issued the
cookie for you.
One of the main advantages of cookies is that they save you time. The purpose of a cookie is
to inform the web server that you have returned to a specific page. For example, if you
personalize the Palm Beach Club Apartments pages, or register with the Palm Beach Club
Apartments site or services, a cookie helps Palm Beach Club Apartments retrieve your
specific information on subsequent visits. This simplifies the process of registering your
personal information, such as billing address, shipping address, etc. The next time you
return to the same Palm Beach Club website, the information you provided above can be
retrieved from the cookie, so the options you customized on your previous visit to Palm
Beach Club Apartments will be available without your need to return. write them down.
You have the possibility to accept or reject cookies. Most Internet browsers automatically
accept cookies, but if you prefer, you can modify the settings to reject them. If you choose
to reject cookies, you may not be able to fully experience the interactive features of the
Palm Beach Club services or websites you visit.

6. Embedded content from other
websites

Articles on this site may include embedded content (for example, videos, images, articles,
etc.). The embedded content of other websites behaves in exactly the same way as if the
visitor had visited the other website.
These websites may collect data about you, use cookies, embed additional third-party
tracking, and monitor your interaction with that embedded content, including tracking your
interaction with embedded content if you have an account and are connected to that
website.

7.

Analytics

This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc.
("Google"). Google Analytics uses so-called "cookies", text files that are installed on the
computer and that make it possible to analyze user behavior on the Internet. The
information generated by the cookie about the user's use of the website is generally
transmitted and stored on Google's servers in the United States. In case of activating the
anonymous IP option on the website, the IP address will not appear complete within the
countries of the European Union or in other countries that have so agreed within the
economic area of the European Union. Only exceptionally will the full IP address be
transmitted to a Google server in the United States and once there it will be shortened. Only
with the authorization of the user of the page, Google will use this information in order to
assess the behavior of the user on the website, generate reports on the activities of the
website and offer the owner of the page services related to web use and Internet. The IP
address transmitted by your browser within the framework of Google Analytics will not be
associated with other Google data. The user can avoid the storage of cookies by configuring
the browser accordingly so that cookies are not stored. These settings may affect the full
functionality of the website. The user can also avoid the registration of the data generated
by cookies and those related to the use of the website (including the IP address), as well as
the processing thereof by downloading and installing the following browser plugin available
through from this link: http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.

8.

How long do we keep your data

If you leave a comment, the comment and its metadata are preserved indefinitely. This is so
that we can automatically recognize and approve successive comments, rather than keeping
them in a moderation queue. We maintain contact form entries for an indefinite period of
time, analytics records also for an indefinite period, and customer reservation records are
also kept indefinitely.
Of the users who register on our website (if any), we also store the personal information
they provide in their user profile. All users can view, edit or delete their personal
information at any time (except they cannot change their username). Web administrators
can also view and edit that information.

9. What rights do you have over your
data
If you have an account, made a reservation or have left comments on this website, you can
request to receive an export file of the personal data that we have about you, including any
data that you have provided us. You can also request that we delete any personal data we
have about you. This does not include any data that we are obliged to keep for
administrative, legal or security purposes.

10. Your contact information
•
•
•

Name and Surname: Sofía González Burgin
Telephone: 952 370 339
Email: direccion@palmbeachclub.com

11. How we protect your data
We secure your personal information against unauthorized access, use or disclosure.
Apartamentos Palm Beach Club and Pbait maintain the personally identifiable information
you have provided on servers located in a controlled and secure environment, protected
against unauthorized access, use or disclosure. In the event that personal information (such
as your credit card number) is transmitted to other websites, it is protected by using
encrypted protocols such as the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) protocol. Modifications to this
Statement Palm Beach Club Apartments and Pbait may occasionally update this Privacy
Statement to reflect the suggestions of both the company and customers. Palm Beach Club
Apartments and Pbair encourages you to periodically review this Statement to be informed
of how we protect your information.

